NICOLE LEVY

33-27 86th Street | Jackson Heights, NY 11372
Nicolelevy259@gmail.com |@AubernaLevy
646.344.0621

EXPERIENCE
DNAINFO NEW YORK, Features and Health Reporter, June 2015 – Present
• Helped develop a voice and vision for “This Is New York,” a features column with a uniquely
New York perspective on pop culture, food and dining, transportation and current events.
• Launched in Sept. 2016 “Your Good Health,” a biweekly column that covers local public
health issues and provides practical information about everything from mental health apps
to state insurance exchanges.
• Produced podcasts profiling neighborhood personalities.
• Pitched and created interactive features, such as maps, quizzes and timelines.
POLITICO NEW YORK, Media Reporter, Oct. 2013 – June 2015
• Reported original features about the magazine publishing business.
• Covered breaking media industry news for the POLITICO website and subscriber emails.
• Aggregated media stories from around the web in twice-daily email newsletters.
• Developed an expertise in analyzing corporate language and strategy.
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL, Intern on the Local News Desk, Summer 2012
• Wrote seven front-page news stories and several colorful, community-centered features.
• Covered breaking news, most notably the Wisconsin Sikh temple shooting.
YALE DAILY NEWS, Co-Executive Magazine Editor, Oct. 2011 – Oct. 2012
• Helped design a cleaner layout for the publication, as well as oversee monthly production.
• Led weekly seminars on long-form journalism and edited staff writers’ work.
• Managed an annual competition for the best undergraduate nonfiction writing.

EDUCATION
YALE UNIVERSITY, CLASS OF 2013
• Bachelors of Arts in English with Distinction in the Major
• Writing Concentration, a selective English track with extra writing classes and a final project
• Honors: The William H. Schubart Award, for a piece of distinguished writing, and the John
Hersey Prize, for a longer work of nonfiction reflecting Hersey’s ideals

VOLUNTEERING
SUNNYSIDE COMMUNITY SERVICES, Friendly Visitor, August 2015 – Present
• Visit a Citymeals-on-Wheels recipient once a week to walk her dog and keep her company.
VISITING NURSE SERVICE OF NEW YORK, Hospice Volunteer, May 2016 – Present
• Offer patients at a Queens nursing home a soothing presence and weekly socialization.

SKILLS
• Knowledge of Mac and Windows operating systems; familiarity with social media tools from
Facebook Live to Instagram Stories
• Basic audio recording and editing, video editing in Adobe Premiere and Final Cut, and photo
editing in Photoshop and Pixlr

